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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, the controllable band width, resolution and sample loading were investigated by the injec-
tion system of free-flow electrophoresis (FFE) with gratis gravity. Two general injection methods were
described herein. The first method was the one in which sample injection fluxes were variable with con-
stant background flux, while the second was the one in which the background fluxes were flexible with
stable sample flux. With methyl green and crystal violet as two viewable model compounds, a series
of experiments were performed, and the experimental results revealed that (1) the sample band width
could be under desiring control through the regulation of ratios between sample and background fluxes,
ravity
and width
esolution

njection
ample loading

(2) the separative resolution could be also adjusted elaborately via the regulation of flux ratios during the
separation of methyl green and crystal violet with only one charge disparity, and (3) the sample loading
could be conveniently controlled via the flux ratios and an approximate maximum sample loading could
be selected under the condition of just completed separation of two adjoining solutes. In addition, it was
observed that the flux ratio had soft influence on the separative resolution of two solutes. These results
were of significance to the designs on band width, resolution and sample loading in the newly developed

vity.
FFE device with gratis gra

. Introduction

Free-flow electrophoresis (FFE) has become one of the use-
ul techniques for preparative separation of numerous chemical
nd biological samples, such as small organic and inorganic ions,
mino acids, peptides, proteins, DNA fragments, membrane vesi-
les, organelles and cells [1–3].

Numerous achievements have been obtained in FFE. In 1937,
iselius [4] performed moving boundary electrophoresis in free
olution. After that, Philpot [5] and Barrolier et al. [6] realized the
erits of continuous electrophoresis and designed a FFE device
ithout any support carriers. Hannig [7] in 1961 developed the

ntetype of current FFE with multi-channel pumps. Kolin and Cox

8] designed a nice continuous-flow electrophoresis in serpentine
iquid columns. To well design FFE, Clifton [9], Grateful and Light-
oot [10], Ivory [11,12], Ostrach [13], Rhodes et al. [14] and Strikler
nd Sacks [15] developed a series of mathematical models and per-
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formed relevant simulations on separation in FFE. Kasicka et al.
[3,16,17] advantageously revealed the relationship between cap-
illary electrophoresis (CE) and FFE. Thormann et al. [18,19] and
Weber and co-workers [20,21] have made a series of investigations
on the design of FFE apparatus and techniques, which resulted in
the birth of Octopus FFE, a commercial one. Roman and Brown [22]
in 1994 and Krivánková et al. [2] gave comprehensive reviews on
the preparative FFE.

In 1975–1977, Hannig et al. [23,24] developed a FFE technique
for analytical purpose, and the development of numerous FFE-on-
chips should be attributed to the great works by Raymond et al. [25],
Kohlheyer et al. [26], Kobaysshi et al. [27] and Zhang and Manz
[28], Fonslow et al. [29,30], and so on. Recently, Kohlheyer et al.
[31] gave a comprehensive review on analytical FFE devices, their
applications in biology and biomedicine.

However, the application of FFE was hampered by sample dis-
tortion and broadening mainly influenced by five factors, viz.,
diffusion, hydrodynamic broadening, electromigration dispersion,
electrohydrodynamic distortion and Joule heating [25]. To improve

the resolution of FFE, Hannig et al. [23], Huebner and Lawson
[32], Strickler [33] commenced to study the theoretical relationship
between the band width and the ratios of sample to background flux
under the condition of B0 � 2dz (where B0 was the band width and
2dz was the chamber thickness). Recently, Bauer [34], Glukhovskij

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma
mailto:lyfan@sjtu.edu.cn
mailto:cxcao@sjtu.edu.cn
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used in FFE electrode vials was 30 mM pH 3.0 formic buffer, which
was also prepared by the dilution of 100 mM pH 3.0 formic buffer.
The sample solution with 425 �g/ml methyl green and 60 �g/ml
crystal violet was prepared with the background buffer.
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the two c

35] and Spanik [36] performed excellent works on enantiomers
eparation under the similar condition of B0 � 2dz.

In previous work, we [37] developed a novel FFE device with
ratis gravity to carry out the separation of three amino acids and
ample staking by moving reaction boundary (MRB) [38–40]. The
dvantages of our FFE apparatus included (i) smooth flow in FFE
hamber with the help of gravity and gas cushion injector (GCI),
ii) flexible injection mode from any one of 48 inlets, (iii) simple

aintenance and assembly, and (iv) low cost. However, it was dif-
cult to apply the previous injection mode for the study on sample

njection in the novel FFE device, as the sample width was equal to
r greater than the thickness of FFE chamber, namely there was the
ondition of B0 ≥ 2dz rather than the previous condition of B0 � 2dz

n our experiments [23,32–36].
Herein, we focused on the flexible injection mode in the novel

FE, and investigated the effect of ratios between sample and back-
round fluxes on the band width, maximum sample loading and
eparative resolution.

. Materials and methods

.1. Chemical reagents

Methyl green (85% in purity, with 12% methyl violet, Fig. 1)
ere purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (Shanghai,
hina). Formic acid and ammonium persulfate (analytical reagent
rade, AR) were purchased from Shanghai Chemical reagent Co.
Shanghai, China). Acrylamide and bis-acrylamide were bought
rom Fluka (Switzerland). TEMED was from Sigma (USA). All solu-
ions were dissolved with ultrapure water (0.055 �S/cm) unless
therwise noted.

.2. Instrument

The FFE device with gratis gravity has been described in detail
n Ref. [37]. Fig. 2 was the actual integration of the device with
ome modifications. The main modifications were that the glass
ottles of self-balance collector (SBC) were replaced by the plas-
ic ones, the lengths of electrode cavities were shortened a little,
nd two glass baffles were set at the ends of up plate with three
oles in each baffle as a newly cooling system. The size of whole
evice (70 cm × 85 cm × 45 cm) was greatly reduced in contrast to

he previous version (80 cm × 100 cm × 160 cm) [37].

A CE system (ACS 2000, Beijing Cailu Instrumental Co., Beijing,
hina) was used to analyze the samples collected from the sepa-
ation via novel FFE device (Fig. S1). The CE system was equipped
ith a power supply which could provide constant voltage up to
unds of methyl green and crystal violet.

30 kV, a HW-2000 chromatography workstation, and a UV-visible
detector (190–740 nm, set at 575 nm) as well. A fused-silica cap-
illary (the Factory of Yongnian Optical Fiber, Hebei, China) with
75 �m ID, 54 cm total length, 45 cm effective length was used for
dye separation. The capillary was conditioned by rinsing with 1.0 M
NaOH for 10 min, ultrapure water for 10 min, 1.0 M HCl for 10 min,
ultrapure water for 10 min and running buffer for 30 min in order
before analysis of the first sample. Later, the capillary was rinsed
with running buffer for 10 min between two different runs.

2.3. Preparation of buffer and samples

There were three kinds of buffers used for FFE and capillary zone
electrophoresis (CZE). Taken account of the relative lower Joule
heating induced by lower concentration of background electrolyte,
the 10 mM pH 3.0 formic buffer was used as the background buffer
for the separation of two dyes in FFE and CZE. It was observed that
the pH differences of 10 mM pH 3.0 formic buffer between inlets
and outlets was about pH 0.1–0.3/tube indicating fair buffer ability
under the given conditions. The stocking solution of 100 mM pH 3.0
formic buffer was prepared at first. Before use, the stocking buffer
was diluted 10-fold as the background buffer. The electrode buffer
Fig. 2. The integration system of the improved FFE device with gratis gravity [37].
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ig. 3. Effects of ratios between sample and background fluxes on the separation o
3.1 �l/min per inlet. Conditions: background flux = 2× 23.1 �l/min per inlet, sample
ample bands just after entering the chamber; middle: sample bands just out off th

.4. Procedure of sample loading and resolution control by
njection

A high-voltage power supply (DYY-12C, Beijing, China) was used
o yield 400 V across the FFE separation chamber. By setting differ-
nt fluxes of sample and background solutions, various separation
fficiencies and maximum sample loading could be achieved under
he condition of just complete separation of two solutes. In experi-

ent, the sample solution was injected into the separation chamber
ia the 4th inlet, while the rest of forty-seven inlets were used for
ackground solution.
.5. Procedure for CZE of two solutes

A CE was applied to determine the sample solutions collected
y self-balance collector (SBC) after the finish of FFE separation

ig. 4. Effects of ratios between sample and background fluxes on the separation of two
0× 23.1 �l/min per inlet. Conditions: sample flux = 8× 23.1 �l/min per inlet via the 4th i
ands just out off the chamber; top: CZE electrophoregrams of separated sample.
dyes under different sample fluxes of A 4× 23.1, B 8× 23.1, C 12× 23.1 and D 16×
tion via the 4th inlet, 400 V. The conditions of CZE were given in Section 2.5. Bottom:

ber; top: CZE electrophoregrams of separated samples.

(Section 3). The running buffer for the determination of two dyes
was 10 mM pH 3.0 formic buffer. The collected sample solutions
were directly injected into the capillary without any pretreatment.
The injection conditions were 13 mbar pressure and 10 s injection
time. The other conditions were: 15 kV, 575 nm wavelength, 75 �m
ID × 375 �m OD (54 cm total length and 45 cm effective length), and
25 ◦C air cooling.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Resolution control by injection
It was convenient to choose dyes (Fig. 1) to investigate the
influence of ratios between sample and background fluxes on the
separative resolution of FFE [41]. The band resolution (Rs) was
defined as the ratio of the central distance of two adjoining samples

dyes under different background fluxes of A 2× 23.1, B 4× 23.1, C 8× 23.1 and D
nlet, 400 V. Bottom: sample bands just after entering the chamber; middle: sample
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Table 1
Sample loading and separation resolution Rs of two bands of dyes under different flux ratios of sample to background solutions in Figs. 3 and 4.

Panel Vs
a (�l/min/tube) Vb

b (ml/min) Ratioc (×103) Rs Td (min) Loading (ml/24 h)

3A 92.4 2.2 42.0 1.8 25.2 133.1
3B 184.8 2.2 84.0 1.4 25.2 266.1
3C 277.2 2.2 126.0 1.2 25.2 399.2
3D 369.6 2.2 168.0 0.7 25.2 532.2
4A 184.8 2.2 84.0 1.4 25.2 266.1
4B 184.8 4.3 43.0 1.3 12.7 266.1
4C 184.8 8.7 21.2 1.2 6.3 266.1
4D 184.8 43.4 4.3 0.9 1.3 266.1
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Vs was the sample flux via one inlet (from the 4th inlet).
b Vb was the background flux via 47 inlets.
c The ratio was defined as Vs/Vb viz., the flux ratio between sample and backgrou
d T was the residence time of the injected sample and background buffer.

o the half of the sum of the two sample band widths.

s = 2 × (d1 − d2)
W1 + W2

(1)

here, d1 and d2 were the central positions of sample 1 and 2,
espectively, W1 and W2 were the band widths of sample 1 and 2,
espectively.

Fig. 3 showed the results on the separation of methyl green and
rystal violet by the FFE device under the conditions of constant
ackground flux (=2× 23.1 �l/min per inlet) and variable sample
ux (4–16× 23.1 �l/min per tube). In Fig. 3, the bottom exhibited
he initial sample bands, the middle displayed the separation of
amples just out off the chamber and the top revealed the CZE elec-
rophoregrams of collected samples in that the sequence numbers
ere the same as that of outlets.

Fig. 3 demonstrated the well control of separative resolution
etween methyl green and crystal violet via different sample fluxes
nder constant background flux. As shown in Panel A, the methyl
reen (No. 24-33) was separated from the crystal violet (No. 16-19)
horoughly if sample flux is 4× 23.1 �l/min. Panel B revealed that
he methyl green (No. 24-34) was also separated from the crystal
iolent (No. 16-21) fully if 8× 23.1 �l/min. Panel C proved that there
as only one vacuous tube (viz., No. 22) segregating the methyl

reen (No. 23-35) and crystal violet (No. 16-21) if 12× 23.1 �l/min.
anel D manifested a poor separation of the two dyes under the
ample flux of 16× 23.1 �l/min. The experiments in Fig. 4 verified
hat the separative resolution of the two dyes could be regulated
roperly via the adjustment of background fluxes under constant
ample flux.

The resolution (Rs) of the two dyes in Figs. 3 and 4 was calculated
ith Eq. (1) (see Table 1). As shown in Table 1, when the sample

oading was doubled (133–266.1 ml/24 h), the resolution was only
ecreased from 1.8 to 1.4, and the resolution was slightly reduced
rom 1.4 to 1.2 when the loading was enhanced to 399.1 ml/24 h.
able 1 further demonstrated that the resolution was softly low-
red from 1.4 to 0.9, as the background flux increased from 2.2 to
3.4 ml/min, which implied the gentle influence of background flux
n the resolution of FFE.

.2. Sample loading control by injection

Sample loading in FFE was an important parameter. It was
evealed in Table 1 that the sample loading could be conveniently
ontrolled via the sample flux. If the sample flux was high, the sam-
le loading was high accordingly, and conversely it was low. Thus,

he sample loading was under a direct control via the injection
ystem. However, the sample loading could not increase uncon-
itionally. The resolution was a basic factor for our consideration
hich was relative to the sample flux determining the loading,

nd the background flux deciding the residence time. Generally, a

[
[
[
[
[
[

lution.

just complete separation was needed for the purification of target
solute(s).

Fortunately, the injection mode made us facile to adjust sam-
ple and background fluxes. It could be observed in Table 1 that a
better resolution could be achieved if a lower sample loading was
used, or if a longer residence time, viz., lower background flux, was
used with invariable sample loading. The comparisons of loading
datum in Table 1 clearly demonstrated that an approximate maxi-
mum sample loading, viz., the 399.2 ml/24 h sample loading, could
be selected under the condition of just complete separation of the
two dyes. Therefore, it was helpful to get satisfying sample loading
under the condition of just complete separation of two adjoining
solutes via the ratios of sample and background fluxes.

4. Conclusions

From the experiments above, it could be concluded that: the
manipulation of injection system was quite simple and facile; the
injection could be significantly used to control sample band width
by adjusting the ratios of sample to background fluxes; the injec-
tion could be well applied for the separative regulation of two
compounds; and the maximum sample loading could be achieved
via resolution comparison of various sample fluxes under constant
background flux.
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